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MULTI― WAVELENGTH OzONE LIDAR FOR STRATOSPHERIC
AND TROPOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS
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Nationar rnstitute for Environmentar studies
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 Japan

A research program on the stratospheric and tropospherj-c
ozone is pranned to start in April 19BB at the Nationar
rnstitute
for Environmentar studies(Nres).
prior to the
start of the program, a rarge differentiar
absorption lidar
system for measuring ozone was constructed at NrES. This
paper describes the design and construction of the NIES ozone
lidar system.
The oz6ne lidar system has two transmitter-receiver
subsystems optimized for the measurement in the low and high
altitude regions(1.5-1 5km and I 0-50km). Six wavelengths(three
for each sub-system) are used to optimize the measur1ment and
to correct the effect of aerosol-s- A block diagram of the
NrES ozone lidar system is shown in Fig. 1, and the system
parameters are listed
in Table r.
The row altitude
transmitter
consists of a KrF excimer laser and two Raman
shifters
containing H? and D) that generate 217, 313 and
292nm. An injection-focked
feCr excimer laser with a D^
Raman shifter and an injection-tocked XeF excimer l_aser ur!
used in the high altitude transmitter
that generates 308,
340 and 351nm with narrow spectral bandwidth.
The low artitude receiver consists of a 0.56-m diameter
terescope, optics separating three waverengths and six
photomurtiplier
tubes. Each v/avelength has two detection
channels with high and l-ow gain. A 2-m diameter telescope is
used in the high altitude
receiver.
The high altitude
recei-ving optics is similar to the row artitude one except
for having narrow band optical
firters
to rej ect the
backg:round radiation in the daytime.
The data acquisition
system has twelve photoncounting
channels and six transient recorder channels. Each channel
has a high repetition-rate
averager with 24-bLL accuracy, and
can acquire data independently. The transient recorders are
used to record strong low artitude si_gnars at the same time
with the photoncounter. The acquired data is transferred to
a minicomputer and stored on the magnetic tape.
The ozone I idar system was instarled
inside
an
observatio;r room with two rarge apertures in the roof. The
]idar wirl be used in the ozone research program to observe
ozone-related phenomena such as the stratosphere-troposhere
exchange, the diurnar and seasonar variation,
and the rong
term change in the stratosphere.
Authors wish to express thanks to T.shibata for usefur
discussion, and to spectra Technology rnc. who has conducted
detailed design and construction of the NrES ozone lidar.
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Table I

NIES Ozone Lidar Specifications

Low A■ titude Transmitter

KrF excimer laser(Lambda Physik EMG201MSc)★

277.lnm
313.2nm :
291.9nm
High Aititude Transmitter

XeCI ecxi mer laser

lst Stokes of H2
2nd Stokes of H2
lst Stokes of D2

(

EMG1 6 0tt"tSC;

**

Primary
30B.2nm
1 st Stokes of D2
339.5nm
XeF excimer laser(EMG1 60tttSC;***
Primary
351.1 nm
Output power x27W, **36W, ***1 BW
Spectral bandwidth **0.003nm, ***0.01nm

l

Low Altitude Receiver
0.56m telescope

Dicroic mirrors, Interference filters,
6 photomultipliers
High Altitude Receiver
2m telescope
Mechanical Chopper, Dicroic mirrors,
Interference filters,
narrov/-band etalons,
6 photomultipliers
Data Acquisition System
Photoncounter
12 input channels, >'l 00i"1Hz counting rate
i micro sec gate time, 2048 segments
High speed averager( >250H2 rep. rate) with
24-bit accuracy
Transient Recorder
6 input channels, 30MHz sampling rate
8192 segments, High speed averager with 24-biL
accuracy
I'linicomputer(Di-gitaI Equipment 1 1 / 53')
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Fig. 1

Block diagram of the NIES ozone lidar
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